Call for Contributions to the Proceedings of Wocal 8

Dear participants of Wocal 8,
In order to publish the proceedings of Wocal 8, we invite all the presenters of papers to submit a
revised version of the paper by December 31st, 2015.
For this purpose, please observe the following instructions.
1. Use an A4 sheet of paper, or an equivalent one.
2. 40 lines in one page.
3. 30mm margins for all the four sides (top, bottom, left and right).
4. Send us a manuscript as a word file.
5. Use 11 point fonts of Times New Roman or equivalents.
6. Embed all the fonts used (especially IPA fonts).
*How to embed fonts in the file:
http://dottech.org/154582/how-to-embed-fonts-in-word-2010-and-2013-documents-guide/
7. Notes should be placed after the main text before references.
8. If the pictures, maps, tables, etc, are in color, please provide us with black and white
versions, too. The color versions are for our website, and the black and white ones are for a
printed book.
9. For references, please follow the samples. Citations from websites should indicate their DOI
if available.
(Sample)
Blakemore, D. 1992. Understanding Utterances. Oxford: Blackwell Publishers.
Braconnier, C. 1993. Quelques aspects du passif mandingue dans saversion d'Odiène.
Linguistique Africaine 10: 29-64.
Casali, R. 2008. ATR harmony in African languages. Language and Linguistics Compass 2/3:
496–549.
De Korne, H. 2007. The pedagogical potential of multimedia dictionaries. Lessons from a
community dictionary project. The 14th annual stabilizing indigenous language
symposium in Michigan on 1-3 June 2007. Accessed on 1 February 2012. Available at
http://jan.ucc.nau.edu/~jar/ILR/ILR-11.pdf.

10. Don’t forget an abstract and keywords.
11. The page number should preferably be within 20.
12. Non-native speakers of English/French are requested to have the text brushed up by native
speakers.
13. Those who intend to contribute to our proceedings are kindly requested to let us know their
willingness beforehand.
14. All correspondences should be sent to the following address.
wocal8_kyoto@jambo.africa.kyoto-u.ac.jp
15. Authors may be asked to rewrite the paper.
We will make efforts to have the proceedings printed as before. But an electronic version will
be also provided in our website. We hope to have as many contributions as possible.
Information updates will be posted on our website.
http://www.ura-sw.nansei.kyoto-u.ac.jp/WOCAL-8/
Thank you in advance.
Shigeki Kaji
Chair of the local organizing committee of WOCAL 8

